
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
software product manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please
take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for software product manager

Manage and collaborate with ideation & ops teams to spin up test
environments to try out new technologies and services to make early go/no
go decisions without spending development cycles
Work closely with business product managers to develop the business
rationale around investment choices, identify and quickly react to emerging
market trends, work with our designers to validate product concepts with
customers
Build strong relationships with and present to key stakeholders to gain their
support and buy-in
Serve as a product evangelist, particularly with the engineering team, to help
them understand the vision, roadmap, and best practices of using the
platform
Work with a wide variety of technologies and projects that range from third
party enterprise solutions to open source and proprietary inventions to solve
for the business needs
Work with technical astuteness, be detailed oriented and proactive in driving
closure and optimizing throughput of development teams
Mentor tech leads and development members of the team, improving their
skills, their knowledge of our systems, and their ability to get things done
Develops high level and detailed project plans for each project
Provides project leadership and technical direction for assigned staff
Work with Solution Marketing to create the overall go-to-market (GTM)

Example of Software Product Manager Job
Description
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Qualifications for software product manager

Experience with both licensed software applications hosted/managed
Software as a Service offerings
Experience with various enterprise infrastructure technologies such
wireless/wired networking technology, multiprotocol sensor devices (RS232,
RS485, GPIO, LAN, etc) and RF technologies
The ideal candidate has experience with RFID technologies, multi-sensor
networking hardware and software, remote monitoring and management
methodologies and distributed enterprise software
4+ years’ experience of software development and deployment of
distributed multi-tier web based applications
Prior experience in building service oriented (SOA) distributed systems and
consuming Platform as a Service (PAS) architectures
Comfortable in multi-tasking between business and technical activities


